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Food Trucks

Mobile venues that sell food:
- Ice cream trucks
- Mobile canteens
- Mobile kitchens
- Mobile vendors
- Restaurants on wheels

Cater events at:
- Carnivals
- Construction
- Farmer’s markets
- Festivals
- Sporting events
History

- **1866** - Texas Ranger Charles Goodnight
- **1910** - Big cities hop on
- **1930** - Local grocery stores start delivering

History of Food Trucks

(click on link)
Timeline

- 1955 - Good Humor trucks
- 1969 - Hot Diggity Dog
- 1983 - Expensive gas, cheap food
- 1993 - Economy booming
Today

- **2004** - Gourmet to go
- **2011** - Fame for Food Trucks becomes popular

**Food Truck Tech**
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Eight teams of aspiring Food Truck owners arrive in Long Beach, California

Food Trucks are Ready to Roll
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  Designing the average food truck kitchen requires specialized engineering.
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  Food trucks have been serving up quick, inexpensive food since the days of cattle drives in the American West.
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